Modern smartphones are a great platform for Location Based Services (LBS). While outdoor LBS for smartphones has proven to be very successful, indoor LBS for smartphones has not yet fully developed due to the lack of an accurate positioning technology. In this paper we present an accurate indoor positioning approach for commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) smartphones that uses the innate ability of mobile phones to produce ultrasound, combined with Time-Difference-of-Arrival (TDOA) asynchronous trilateration. We evaluate our indoor positioning approach by describing its strengths and weaknesses, and determine its absolute accuracy. This is accomplished through a range of experiments that involve variables such as position of control point microphones, position of phone within the room, direction speaker is facing and presence of user in the signal path. Test results show that our Lok8 (locate) mobile positioning system can achieve accuracies better than 10 cm in a real-world environment.
Introduction
Location Based Services (LBS) take a user's position as input and use that information to tailor their output making it more task relevant. Outdoor and indoor LBS are usually viewed as two separate OPEN ACCESS domains, likely because outdoor positioning methods generally do not work well indoors. There are several factors that make outdoor LBS an ideal environment for value added application development:
 GPS works most everywhere outdoors. In urban environments it is enhanced with GSM and Wi-Fi positioning to make it even more reliable. This means no new infrastructure is necessary for new applications to emerge.  There is a well-defined software distribution model. All major mobile operating systems have online software marketplaces, such as App Store and Google Play, that are instantly available to smartphones.  There is a well-defined content generation model. Business owners are interested in their details being available to popular Location Based Services. Such as Yelp for cafes and restaurants, or Booking.com for hotels. This means that a sufficiently popular service does not need to update their database as it will be done for them.  Modern smartphones have high definition touchscreens and are able to deliver a large variety of multimedia content in the form of text, audio, and video.
While there are many public buildings that could greatly benefit from indoor LBS, such as museums, airports, hospitals, and universities, there are several factors that make the emergence of such services problematic. For example, for indoor LBS to emerge, an alternative positioning system to GPS must first be installed-a not insignificant obstacle. In addition, today's smartphones do not yet have specialized hardware installed for indoor positioning and standard mobile phone hardware can give locational accuracies of only two to three meters at best. As a result, accurate indoor positioning systems (cm range) use specialized hardware not available on contemporary phones. Although these systems can determine position with great accuracy, they give no immediate benefit to the user, because unlike smartphones they have no feedback mechanism (e.g., a web enabled touchscreen display) to deliver a multi-modal web-service for user interaction.
Also, where custom hardware is required, users do not readily possess it so it must be provided to them. As there is a risk that a user will break, lose, or steal the device, there is a very low price point that companies providing indoor LBS are willing to pay per device. For example, the most popular configuration for virtual museum guides currently appears to be a keypad for entering an exhibit's number together with a speaker. Compared to modern smartphone capabilities, such primitive devices severely limit the user navigation experience and exhibit interactivity.
Our goal is to make accurate indoor positioning (i.e., sub meter) possible on commercial off-the-shelf smartphones, making these devices great platforms for indoor LBS. Such an LBS will have the following advantages: it is aware of the user's exact location and therefore capable of giving precise directions; is very flexible and has powerful multimedia capabilities; anyone with a smartphone already has all the hardware necessary to avail of indoor LBS applications. Examples of a possible user scenario for an indoor smartphone LBS are given in the next section.
User Scenario
The following user scenario is an example of how centimeter-level positioning, combined with smartrphone multimedia and networking capabilities can be used to effectively deliver a variety of smartphones are GPS, GSM, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth. Position can be calculated using one of the following properties of an RF signal: Time-of-Arrival (ToA), Received Signal Strength (RSS), Bit Error Rate (BER), and Angle of Arrival (AoA).
RF Time-of-Arrival is associated with the use of very precise clocks and very accurate synchronization because RF signals travel at the speed of light. Hardware designed primarily for data transmission is not optimal for this positioning method. GPS is the only sensor normally found in a smartphone designed to accurately detect ToA of an RF signal. Because signals sent from GPS satellites are too weak after travelling through ceilings and walls, indoor GPS positioning uses pseudolites. Presently, the use of pseudolites is associated with a number of problems: pseudolites are fairly expensive and hard to acquire, they tend to interfere with commercial GPS receivers, and they are incompatible with GPS sensors found in smartphones [1] . Despite these hardware limitations, it was shown by Hoene et al. that ToA can be used with Wi-Fi [2] . This technique has not been tested yet on smartphones and reports an accuracy comparable to conventional Wi-Fi based methods (e.g., ±4 m).
Theoretically there exists an inverse relationship between the received signal strength and the distance it travelled [3] . RSS is the most widely used parameter in positioning systems based on GSM or Wi-Fi, and there are several ways in which it can be used to calculate position. RSS readings for multiple control points can be collected for each unique indoor location in a process called fingerprinting. If the number of access points is sufficient and the fingerprint grid is not too dense, each fingerprint reading will be unique, in which case the reading can simply be attributed to a point in the grid. Because such positioning is only as accurate as its grid is dense, collecting all the required fingerprints entails a great deal of manual effort. There is also a need to take multiple readings per point to filter out noise.
The number of required fingerprints can be greatly reduced by creating a model to predict what RSS readings are expected to be in a location that was not fingerprinted. There are two distinct ways to generate such a prediction model. A wave propagation model can be created that takes into account how much the wave will attenuate when passing through obstacles and empty space. In a study done by Mestre et al. it was shown that fingerprinting can be avoided altogether with this approach [4] . Alternatively, RSS readings can be predicted with the help of a mathematical model. Ferris et al. have shown that this can be accurately done with Gaussian Processes (GP) [5] . A significant finding was that GP are able to accurately extrapolate the model into rooms that were not covered during the training phase.
Indoor positioning methods in the literature that rely on Bit Error Rate (BER) do not appear as a viable option. Changes in BER are a byproduct of changes in RSS, and have even worse correlation with distance due to their random nature. It may be practical to use BER where the initial signal strength cannot be obtained, otherwise RSS is a more reliable parameter.
Angle-of-Arrival methods use the direction from which the signal arrived to determine position through triangulation. It is not possible to determine direction from which the signal arrived on a COTS smartphone because it does not have directional antennas. The only scenario that could work is when a phone generates an RF signal that is received at control points with such antennas. There are two positioning systems of note that utilize AoA with Bluetooth and achieve good accuracy. Maddio et al. showed that a Bluetooth beacon can be located with one to two meters of accuracy [6] . Positioning with 20 cm accuracy was demonstrated by Nokia High Accuracy Indoor Positioning (HAIP), using Bluetooth 4.0 [7] . Unfortunately Bluetooth 4 is currently not found on most smartphones. It is also unclear if and when this technology will be available on smartphones not manufactured by Nokia.
Indoor positioning using GSM has some significant limitations. Existing base stations (GSM towers) are spaced far apart and the introduction of new base stations cannot be done independently of a carrier. Five meter accuracy, one of the best results for indoor GSM positioning, was displayed by Otsason et al. with the help of wide signal-strength fingerprinting [8] . Unfortunately wide signal-strength fingerprinting is impossible on many modern phones due to OS restrictions. Other GSM positioning methods are generally impractical for indoor use due to poor accuracy.
Wi-Fi positioning is at least twice as accurate as GSM. It has been thoroughly researched and even implemented by a few companies on a commercial basis. With Google gradually expanding navigation indoors for Google Maps, which comes preinstalled on all Android devices, Wi-Fi fingerprinting is likely to become a de facto standard for mobile indoor positioning [9] .
Bluetooth has the shortest range among the three wireless technologies. At the same time Bluetooth hardware is significantly cheaper than Wi-Fi hardware, which makes a dense control point grid affordable. Currently, using RSS measurements with Bluetooth is complicated because it is designed to adjust signal strength when signals become too strong or too weak, making any subsequent distance measurements based on signal strength unreliable. Disabling this feedback loop is discussed by Zhou et al. [10] . An alternative approach is to measure RSS during the inquiry phase, which utilizes static transmission power but results in a lower update rate [11] . Bluetooth AoA however has been used with greater success. Some studies suggest that if the ID of the target Bluetooth device is known, two devices can go straight to the -paging‖ phase and avoid the 10 second long -discovery‖ phase [12, 13] . Otherwise, a user could potentially walk through a beacon's area faster than his phone can establish a connection.
Besides electromagnetic waves, smartphones can send and receive sound waves via their onboard speaker(s) and microphone. Compared to electromagnetic (light) waves, sound travels much slower making it more practical to use its time-of-flight for determining position, even on hardware not designed for positioning. Peng et al. [14] showed that it is possible to utilize sound in order to measure the distance between two mobile phones using synchronized time-of-arrival techniques. Although mobile phone hardware was designed to deal with audible frequencies (below 20 KHz), it is actually capable of producing inaudible frequencies up to 22 KHz. In a study done by Borriello et al. [15] it was shown that an ultrasonic signal can be emitted from a mobile device and successfully captured by a conventional microphone.
Limitations of generating ultrasound signals on mobile phones were studied in our previous work [16] . It was observed that all mobile phones tested were able to successfully produce ultrasonic signals without any audible noise as long as speaker volume settings were below a certain threshold, which was unique to each phone. Together, a slow propagation speed and ultrasound support mean noise-free centimeter-level positioning is possible on COTS smartphones and form the basis of our mobile indoor positioning approach.
While ultrasound trilateration of mobile phones does not appear in the literature, there are many examples of indoor positioning systems that utilize custom hardware to send and receive ultrasonic signals [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . These systems report centimeter or even millimeter-level accuracy. Sensors and receivers used in such ultrasonic systems normally operate at around 40 KHz, much higher frequencies than what standard mobile phone speakers can produce. Compared to audible frequencies, sound at these frequencies is known to be highly directional, have a high attenuation rate and poor obstacle penetration. The 20-22 KHz range available on smartphones is expected to share some properties with higher frequencies, although to what extent had to be determined through experiment. Directionality and attenuation rate experimental results are described in Section 5.
Positioning methods that do not rely on signal propagation are also possible on smartphones. One such method is computer vision. All modern smartphones have a camera on the back of the phone and sometimes a second camera on the front. Computer vision, while potentially very accurate, is characterized by high computational load, poor performance under low light conditions, complicated procedures of recovery from tracking failures, and susceptibility to camera shake and motion blur. These problems are addressed in studies done by Williams et al. [23] and Wagner et al. [24] . Another difficulty associated with computer vision is that the user is supposed to be looking through the display screen when using the device. Currently Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) appears to be the most promising computer vision technique, considered by many as an operational technology still in its infancy [25] .
Magnetometers (digital compass), accelerometers, and gyroscopes that are now common sensors found in smartphones could be used for Dead Reckoning (DR). Dead Reckoning is a method of estimating position by continuously projecting current direction and speed from the known initial position (fix) [26] . Apart from the fix, which for example could be obtained from a passive RFID tag located on a doorway, a DR system only needs a constant flow of information about current direction and speed.
There are several ways to estimate current velocity using accelerometers, the most straightforward approach is to monitor acceleration or deceleration of the unit. Unfortunately, accelerometers are very sensitive to vibrations, which is a major problem for mobile devices. Another problem is that, similar to gyroscopes, accelerometers register the rate of change in movement speed, which leads to a buildup of positioning error over time [25] , especially if the user -swings‖ the device by their side while walking or often takes it in/out of their pocket etc.
A much more reliable use of accelerometers for estimating pedestrian movement is step detection. The spikes of acceleration are used to detect if and how frequently the user takes a step. In a study done by Randell et al. [27] it was shown that provided the user received some sort of training, pedestrian Dead Reckoning can offer better accuracy than GPS over short distances. However if an untrained user was equipped with such a system, the results are worse [28] . Another problem with indoor DR is that magnetometers can be very unreliable indoors, which makes direction estimation a major source of error [27] .
A comparison of contemporary indoor positioning systems is given in Table 1 . It shows that solutions available on mobile phones predominantly use RF technologies but are yet unable to pass the one-meter accuracy threshold. At the same time, ultrasound based systems have centimeter and millimeter accuracy levels, but are not compatible with COTS smartphones. Our solution (Lok8) combines the best of both, bringing together smartphone multimodal flexibility with the positioning accuracy and robustness of least squares based ultrasound trilateration. 
Least Squares Methods for Ultrasound Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) Trilateration
In our scenario of quickly and accurately locating a mobile phone indoors, ToA (Time-of-Arrival) or synchronous approaches require that times from two separate systems with two separate clocks have to be synchronized-a major source of error. As such, it is desirable to compare only the time of signal arrival at each of the microphones and ignore completely the time the signal was originally sent from the phone, making Lok8 a TDOA (Time-Difference-of-Arrival) or asynchronous approach. The problem is illustrated in Figure 1 and the final matrix solution follows. More detail on this approach can be found in [29, 30] . Problem:
are unknown but the differences between them (m 2 , m 3 , m 4 ) are measured ultrasonically; these are the observations.  Find coordinates of P = (X P ,Y P ) by solving a system of equations (mathematical model) that relates the m = three observations (m 2 , m 3 , m 4 ) to the n = two unknown parameters (X P ,Y P ).
Solution:
 Although the coordinates of P could be found using readings from only three microphones (two observations), four or more mics can be effectively used in the method of Least Squares to determine the Most Probable Value (MPV) for the coordinates of P, plus a Standard Deviation for the MPV. The observation equations are represented in Matrix Methods for Least Squares as: 
Solving for X gives the solution:
where: 
Matrix X contains the corrections to be applied to the original estimates for (X P , Y P ). These new (X P , Y P ) coordinates are then used to recalculate updated distances for . The process is repeated until coordinates of (X P , Y P ) do not change significantly (e.g., in the 3rd decimal place for mm precision). The initial estimates for X P and Y P can be set to the average x and y coordinates of the four microphones, and d 1 is then calculated using Pythagoras at X P and Y P :
similarly can be calculated:
Mobile Ultrasound Range Experiment
While sound propagates with the same speed in all directions, the same cannot be said for intensity. Ultrasound is highly directional, meaning that sound intensity in front of the speaker is much higher than to the sides and behind the speaker. This means the maximum distance that a signal can be detected is significantly longer if the microphone is positioned facing the speaker compared to any other direction. Since the user is free to move and rotate the phone at random, the maximum functional distance will be the longest distance a signal can be detected from any direction.
Experiment Method
For this range experiment the HTC-G1 phone was placed in the centre of a large room. The 360° area around the phone was divided into eighteen 20° segments. The area is further divided by equally spaced 20 cm concentric circles. There are 40 of these circles, making the radius of the area covered by the experiment 8 m in all directions. Signal intensity at a given direction and distance from the phone was measured by placing a microphone at the corresponding location and pointing it in the direction of the phone. Because signal propagation has rotational symmetry around the axis the speaker is facing, recordings were done for only 180°. Altogether 400 recordings were made. All the signals were recorded at 192 kHz sampling rate and 24 bit depth using a TASCAM HD-P2 portable recording system. The highest intensity of the 22 kHz frequency component was extracted from each file and used to generate the polar contour plot shown in Figure 2 , where the -missing‖ left side of the plot is a mirror image of the right side shown. 
Discussion
From the contour plot it can be observed that sound intensity propagation for sound intensity levels above 40 dB is highly directional and follows the shape of a cardiod. This is typical for high frequencies. Distribution of energy below 40 dB appears less directional and resembles a subcardioid. Finally, in the entire experiment only one value below 10 dB was registered. This is well above the 21.5 kHz component of background noise, which is around 1 dB. This means that a smartphone ultrasonic signal can be reliably detected from any direction within an 8 m radius. However there is no guarantee that the maximum value belongs to a signal that arrived by direct path and not via a longer multi-path. Provided the readings belong to a signal that arrived via direct path, it should be sufficient to place a microphone in each corner of a room with dimension of ±8 m square. In this way, a phone placed anywhere in the room will always be within an 8 meter range of all four microphones.
Positioning Accuracy
The aim of the experiments described in this section is to find out the positioning accuracy of a mobile phone emitting an ultrasound signal calculated using four microphone control points placed just below every ceiling corner (2.83 m high) of a 7 × 7 m room. The ultrasound signal consists of a very short 21.5 KHz -beep‖. More details on the design of the ultrasound signal used can be found in [30] .
Three experiments were carried out. In Experiment 1 the microphones and the phone were positioned at the same height, 0.12 m below the ceiling. This experiment closely follows the scenario given in [29] , where the phone and microphones are all in the same plane. In Experiment 2, the phone was lowered to chest height, putting it roughly 1.6 m below microphone level. No adjustments were made to the trilateration algorithms compared to Experiment 1. During Experiment 3, the phone remained at the same height as in Experiment 2, but a -room calibration factor‖ was introduced into the trilateration algorithms in order to decrease any impact of height difference on accuracy.
Experiment Method
DPA microphones were placed just below every ceiling corner and pointed at the opposite floor corner of the room. All microphones were connected to the Avid Mbox Pro audio card, which supports four-channel synchronized input. The audio card was further connected to a PC running the asynchronous trilateration software developed in this project.
The software uses RtAudio API for real-time audio input/output. It is accessed via the Java wrapper JRtAudio, which allowed for quick GUI prototyping in Java. On the PC, RtAudio API supports either DirectSound or ASIO drivers. ASIO support proved essential to us because streaming more than two channels with DirectSound turned out to be very challenging. Audio streams from the audio card are written into a buffer and get processed through a bandpass filter. We found the Bessel bandpass filter [31] with filter order 4, corner frequency one = 21,400 Hz, and corner frequency two = 21,600 Hz, to have the best response to the phone's inherent ultrasonic signal outputs. This filters out all other frequencies and leaves (almost) only the frequency of the signal.
The ultrasound signal is streamed at 96,000 bit/s sampling rate. Assuming the speed of sound is 346 m/s at normal room temperatures, each sample should be equivalent to 3.6 mm travelled (it is not necessary to account for variations in temperature because changes in office room temperature are practically insignificant). Unfortunately only one out of 10 samples of the bandpass filter is a valid representation of the signal's intensity. The other 9 samples can be discarded, being a by-product of using a low-order filter. Therefore the real resolution of the system is 3.6 multiplied by 10, or 36 mm. This parameter can be improved by using a high-order filter, which would require more powerful hardware to run in real-time or even the use of a dedicated Digital Signal Processor (DSP).
The same 10 test locations or check points were chosen for all three experiments. Precise coordinates of these check points were pre-measured with a laser measurement device. The phone was then placed at each of these locations with its main speaker pointing directly upward. In Experiment 1 the phone was 0.12 m below the ceiling and during Experiments 2 and 3 it was 1.7 m below the ceiling to mimic normal carrying height. For Experiment 3, the Lok8 positioning software was modified to accommodate multiplication by a -room calibration factor‖ of 1.1 for each difference in delay. This value appears to compensate well for the height difference between microphones and the phone, and was found by trial and error. In all three experiments the phone was made to produce an ultrasonic -beep‖ 100 times at each of the 10 check point locations with an interval of one second between beeps to provide enough measurement data for statistical analysis. These signals were captured by the four microphones and processed by the Lok8 positioning software to independently estimate coordinates of the signal source for each detected signal. These coordinates as well as the standard deviation for the trilateration procedure were recorded into text files. This resulted in 3,000 readings; 300 per each unique check point location, 1,000 per experiment.
Discussion
All 100 readings collected at each check point during each of the three experiments were treated as one sample. For each sample the Most Probable Value (MPV) was calculated. The difference between MPV and true position of the check point as well as its standard deviation can be found in Table 2 . On average, Experiment 3 (3D trilateration with room calibration factor) showed the best accuracy and Experiment 2 (3D trilateration without room calibration) the worst. Average difference in accuracy between Experiments 1 (2D trilateration) and 2 is only around 14%, whereas Experiment 3 has twice the accuracy of 1 and more than twice the accuracy of 2. In addition, Experiment 3 on average has a smaller standard deviation. Interestingly, test point 5, located in the middle of the room, gave approximately the same error in all three experiments. Overall, the three experiments produced stable sub-meter accuracy. Only in Experiment 2, the worst reading (test point 10) was calculated to be more than half a meter away from its true position, although when averaged with the other readings at this point produced an error of only 15.3 cm. Experiment 3, on average, had sub-decimeter accuracy (<10 cm).
In order to analyze whether there was a systematic direction/pattern in which trilateration calculations (on average) were displaced in relation to true position, arrow vectors drawn to scale indicating distance, and direction of error displacement were placed on the floor plan for each of the three experiments (Figure 3 ). In Experiment 1 there is no clear trend in which the error vector occurs, so it is unlikely to have been caused by systematic error. When compared to Experiment 3, the error vector is relatively large. Most likely this is the direct result of the mobile phone and microphones being positioned in the same plane. The speaker on the phone was pointing directly upward, so being on the same plane meant the source (mobile speaker) was rotated roughly 90 degrees away from each microphone. Given the highly directional nature of ultrasound, this resulted in weaker, less stable signal detection even though the average distance to each microphone was shorter. In the other two experiments, the phone was roughly 1.6 m lower than the microphones, resulting in the source speaker being positioned at an angle substantially less than 90 degrees to the microphones.
For Experiment 2, it can be observed that arrows mostly point inward, towards the center of the room-a predictable outcome. In Experiments 2 and 3, delay is calculated based on signals that arrived via direct line-of-sight, whereas the 2D position of the phone is calculated based on the projection of these direct lines-of-sight onto a 2D plane. A bigger height difference between microphones and the phone generally means reduced difference in the time-of-arrival, causing readings to appear closer to the center of the room. Unfortunately, the relationship between distance to microphones and delay reduction is not linear, making it necessary to know a phone's position before the required compensation can be calculated. Since in our case the phone's position is unknown before trilateration is done, it becomes necessary to calculate the projection of direct lines-of-sight onto a plane and incorporate them into the asynchronous trilateration procedure. This is a complex task and is left for future work, although overall positioning accuracy is still sub-meter without introduction of this correction. In Experiment 3 a simpler constant multiplier (room calibration factor) was used instead.
In Experiment 3 each delay was multiplied by a constant value of 1.1 (room calibration factor), which produced significant improvements in accuracy over Experiment 2 from 18 cm to 8 cm. Although the use of a constant multiplier may in some cases result in a decrease in accuracy, it appears to affect accuracy relatively less when compared to other factors. The biggest factor appears to be poor signal reception when the phone is moved to the corners or along the walls. Usually this happens if the microphone is located far away and the direction it is pointing is substantially different from the direction in which the phone is located. Possible solutions to this problem could be to use microphones that are less directional or add more microphones throughout the room. Reception in these extreme areas was also influenced by yaw-orientation of the phone. This was an unexpected factor. Theoretically, since the speaker points directly upwards, yaw-orientation should have no influence on the strength of the signal upon arrival, unless the phone's speaker is also somewhat directional in its manufacture. 
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Speaker Tilt Angle Variation
In the previous section all experiments were done with the phone's speaker facing upwards. This orientation should be optimal for maximizing signal reception if microphones were placed just below the ceiling in each corner of the room. Because ultrasound is very directional, it is important to minimize the angle between the direction the speaker is facing and the line-of-sight to all four microphones. With the speaker pointing upwards this angle will never exceed 90 degrees, which is important for this implementation as reception at four microphones is the minimum required.
Unfortunately the speaker on the front of the phone (used as the earpiece) is not very powerful. The multimedia speaker used for ringtones and other sounds that are supposed to be heard at distance is normally placed on the back of the phone. However, when the user interacts with the touchscreen, the speaker will normally be facing downwards. Therefore the aim of the next experiment is to test how well the positioning system works with the phone speaker inclined at various angles other than pointing straight up.
Unless the speaker is pointing directly upwards or downwards, it becomes important what yaw orientation the mobile phone has in addition to its tilt (pitch). Another factor is the introduction of the user holding the phone. He may or may not be blocking the direct line-of-sight to one of the four microphones. Because this test setup introduces so many new variables, some of them had to be taken out of the equation. Yaw orientation for each location was chosen in such a way that the speaker is facing the farthest microphone. In addition, the user tries not to block direct line-of-sight to each of the microphones if possible. The experiment is designed to measure what effects phone tilt (pitch) variation alone can have on positioning accuracy and failure rate. The variables omitted in this experiment are addressed in the next section.
Experiment Method
From this point onwards only 3D trilateration with room calibration was used for positioning. The same 10 check points were used as in Section 2. At each check point the user stood in such a way as not to block direct line-of-sight to any of the microphones. The phone was held in five different tilt orientations: speaker pointing downwards (0 degrees), halfway between horizontal and downwards (45 degrees), speaker pointing horizontal (90 degrees), halfway between horizontal and upwards (135 degrees), and speaker pointing upwards (180 degrees) (see Figure 4) . For each of the five orientations 10 readings were made. For each check point, yaw angle was chosen in such a way that the speaker is oriented towards the farthest microphone in order to improve overall signal detection. 
Discussion
All 10 readings collected at the five different tilt angles at each check point were treated as one sample. For each sample the Most Probable Value (MPV) was calculated. The difference between MPV and true position of the check point as well as its standard deviation can be found in Table 3 . Signal detection rates can be found in Table 4 . From the average of all 10 check points it appears that accuracy steadily increases as the speaker is rotated from downward to upward orientation. However this trend is not true for every single point individually (see Figure 5) . Table 3 . Difference between MPV and true position ± standard deviation for different tilt angles. First column contains the check point number. Columns 2-6 contain error and standard deviation for each angle at which the phone was held. The bottom row shows average of all 10 check points. 1  100  100  100  100  100  2  100  100  100  100  100  3  80  100  100  80  100  4  90  100  100  90  100  5  100  90  100  100  100  6  100  100  100  100  100  7  90  100  100  70  100  8  100  100  100  100  100  9  70  100  100  100  100  10  30  80  100  100  100 Angles 90° (horizontal) and 180° (upward) are the only speaker angles that have 100% detection. However 90° has a huge spread in accuracy from some of the worst results to results on par with upward orientation. Interestingly, accuracies for tilt angle 90° tend to be either very good or very bad, which illustrates the importance of direction when dealing with sound waves. The worst accuracy for 90° was recorded at check point five, which is roughly the centre of the room. Average results for 180° (speaker up) are 4.5 cm worse than reported in Table 2 probably due to a real user now holding the phone-instead of placing the phone on a tripod. Holding the phone in hand makes exact placement of the phone over the check point less accurate and the user's body could also interfere with direct line-of-sight of the signal. Accuracies for some check points at 0° may appear misleading. For example point 10, which is the farthest point from the centre of the room appears to have good accuracy (24 cm) at tilt angle 0°, however detection rate for this point and angle is only 30%. Angle 45° has a much better detection rate than angles 0° and 135°, and has the greatest spread of accuracies when compared to every other orientation. From a practical point of view, angle 135° has little importance, because a user is not likely to hold the phone in such an awkward orientation through normal usage. Figure 5 . The change of distance (in cm) between MPV and correct position as the speaker is tilted from downward to upward orientation. Each color represents one check point. Vertical axis is distance measured in cm. Horizontal axis is angle of rotation with 0° being downward and 180° being upward. Note how accuracy increases as speaker angle approaches 180° (upwards). In all cases positioning accuracy remains sub-meter.
In terms of accuracy, detection rate, and consistency, speaker angle 180° (upward) is undoubtedly the most reliable orientation. This suggests that unless some parameters of the system are changed such as increased sound volume, less directional microphones, or lower signal detection thresholds, the most accurate approach would be to instruct users to momentarily flip their phone upside down (i.e., point display screen at floor) and employ the phone's accelerometers to detect this flip to trigger the ultrasonic -beep‖ procedure. Although this may not be ideal for user interface interaction, increased positional accuracy and reliability can be a valuable trade off for enhancing the user's navigation experience. However, it should be noted that overall positioning accuracy is still sub-meter in all speaker orientations.
Speaker Direction and Signal Obstruction
This section explores two factors excluded from above experiments to reduce the number of variables:
 Yaw orientation of the phone: Ultrasound is very directional and orientation of the speaker in relation to a microphone has significant effect on reception quality. Unless the speaker is pointing directly upward or downward, its yaw orientation (rotation about Z axis) is going to impact reception quality at each of the four microphones. This in turn can influence quality of signal arrival timestamping and therefore trilateration accuracy.  User obstructing direct line-of-sight between phone and microphone: Unlike low frequency sounds that have a long wavelength, ultrasound with it high frequency sound has poor obstacle penetration. This means that maintaining a direct line-of-sight between the phone and all four microphones is important in order to achieve best accuracy. Blocking direct line-of-sight to one of the microphones can negatively impact signal intensity on reception and introduce lag due to the signal arriving via diffraction. Both poor reception and lag can reduce trilateration accuracy. The most likely scenario where one of the microphones would be blocked is when the user himself is standing in the path of the signal. Although microphones were placed on the ceiling to mitigate this problem, in some cases direct line-of-sight can still be blocked.
Experiment Method
Positioning was done in the same test lab as in the previous section. However a different set of four check points (P1,P2,P3,P4) was used this time. The first check point (P1) is located precisely in the center of the room and each next check point falls along a straight line to one of the corner mics at 1 m intervals. At each of the four check points the user stood in eight different locations around the check point while holding the phone directly over the check point ( Figure 6 ). In positions B, D, F, H the user would stand in the direct line-of-sight between the phone and one of the microphones. These positions are referred to as -blocked‖. In positions A, C, E, G the user stands in such a way as to not block the path to any microphone. These positions are referred to as -direct‖. In each of the eight positions the phone was held in three different tilt orientations: speaker facing upwards (up), facing the user (back), and facing away from the user (forward). In each orientation the ultrasound signal was produced 10 times, which is treated as one sample. Altogether for this experiment 960 signals were sent, making 96 samples.
Discussion
For each sample the MPV was calculated and the difference between MPV and true position of the check point was calculated. The results for each checkpoint were divided into two groups: blocked (B, D, F, H) , where the user stands in the way of one of the microphones and direct (A, C, E, G) , where the user is not in the path to any microphone. The results can be found in Table 5 . Table 5 . Difference between MPV and true position ± standard deviation for each check point, user location, and orientation. First column identifies combination of phone orientation and user location. Columns 2-5 contain results for each of the four check points in meters. In terms of accuracy, upward speaker orientation gives consistent results in the 10-20 cm range regardless of where the user stands, which suggests that in this orientation, the user's location has little or no effect on accuracy. Regarding the other four configurations, forward-blocked is consistently very inaccurate across all four check points, a direct result of a disadvantageous combination of user location and speaker orientation. Ultrasound is very directional and will have the least energy directly behind the speaker. In forward orientation, the user stands directly behind the speaker, making the signal even weaker in this direction. In back-blocked configurations, a microphone that is directly in front of the speaker is the one being blocked, which makes the two factors cancel each other out. As a result, back-blocked and the other two horizontal configurations where the user does not block any microphones show very similar accuracy for check points 1-3, ranging between 20 and 40 cm. Results for check point 4 show the worse accuracy ranging from 40 cm to 1.5 m. However, these results are less reliable since around half of the signals were not detected at all, which resulted in a smaller sample size.
Analysis of the signal detection failure rate reveals similar trends with discrepancy between the first three check points and the last check point being more pronounced. Upward orientation has 0% failure rate at check points 1-3. At check point 4 there was 2.5% failure rate in direct configuration and 10% failure rate in blocked configuration. Because the phone is far from the centre of the room at check point 4, the signal reception is very weak at the opposite corner and almost as weak at the two other corners.
Conclusions
Ultrasound trilateration was identified as a very promising approach for indoor mobile positioning. Signals travelling at the speed of sound offer very good accuracy, well below one meter, even with standard smartphone speaker hardware. In addition, the 20-22 kHz range is normally inaudible to humans but can be reproduced by mobile phone speakers and captured with cheap, standard microphones. Because no specialized hardware is used on the client side, the user only needs to make a software (app) installation to use the Lok8 positioning system. The highly directional nature of ultrasound, susceptibility to certain high frequency background noises, and the need for line-of-sight between speaker and receiver were identified as the biggest obstacles to positioning accuracy.
A prototype of the positioning system was developed and tested in an office environment for accuracy and other possible shortcomings. Despite the obstacles listed above, it was possible to get full positioning coverage of a 7 × 7 m room with four microphones placed directly below the ceiling corners and achieve a satisfactory degree of reliability. On average the system produced accuracies approaching ±10 cm, an order of magnitude better than contemporary indoor locationing approaches.
The developed indoor positioning system can be evaluated in terms of the user scenarios given in Section 2. Scenarios 1 and 2 involve pointing the phone at an object and doing directional querying. Scenarios 2-4 involve guiding a user around the building. Centimeter-level accuracy means that objects the size of a vase can be correctly identified and queried, provided that orientation of the phone can also be determined with sufficient accuracy. In addition, a positioning fix can be done almost instantly without the need for the system to run continuously in the background, which is ideal for scenarios like directional querying and for improving battery life. The fact that the phone should be momentarily flipped upside-down (i.e., speaker facing up) to get the best accuracy is a disadvantage. Doing a positional fix with the screen up (i.e., speaker facing down), results in positional accuracy dropping to 30-40 cm.
Although ultrasound positioning, in most cases, will not work well from inside a bag or pocket, this is not a problem in any of the given scenarios because there is no need for tracking the user continuously in the background. As soon as the user takes out the phone and starts to interact with the app, his position will be immediately calculated and used by the program. The ability to work in the background is only important if we want to track and record how people move in the building, which was not among our objectives.
The Lok8 positioning system was tested in a typical university office/lab environment where it was possible to maintain a direct line-of-sight to all four microphones. There are many environments where this is practical: hospitals, museums, conference halls. In environments where tall obstacles (e.g., store shelves, cubicle partitions) are prevalent, line-of-sight can still be maintained by placing more microphones in the space. Considering microphones can be fairly inexpensive to purchase, this is not impractical. There are occasional problems with accuracy when line-of-sight is blocked or the user is outside the optimal reception space of one of the microphones. This problem can also be addressed by adding more microphones or possibly by using omnidirectional microphones. Notwithstanding these limitations, the Lok8 mobile positioning system is currently the only indoor locationing solution for commercial off-the-shelf smartphones that can offer such reliable indoor positioning consistently with sub-meter accuracy in real-time.
